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INTRODUCTION
This report covers the design and evaluation of an AR
Mirror, a concept developed for the course Design for
Behavioral Change. In this report, the relevance and
effectiveness of the concept will be discussed, as well as
its link to previously conducted research and existing
theories on behavior change.
DESIGN CASE
Within the current situation of the COVID-19 virus, it is
of utmost importance that people take responsibility for
protecting others in their environment. In order to do
this, various protecting behaviors can be performed by
people within the Dutch society. An example of this is
wearing face masks. However, it can be seen that within
public contexts, where it is advised to wear face masks,
but not obliged, people have difficulties taking their
responsibility and putting on face masks correctly [7].
This way, ‘visitors of public situations’ who are not
wearing face masks endanger their social environment,
and are putting others around them at risk of getting
COVID-19. That is why it is so important that the
behavior regarding protecting others through wearing
face masks in public contexts has to be changed in a
positive and autonomous manner. This to, on the one
hand taking the individual’s autonomy into account, and

on the other hand to emphasize the societal benefit of
adhering to this behavior collectively.

Next to individual gains which can be made for
supermarket visitors (being protected yourself, and
protecting relevant others around you, lowering the risk
of COVID-19 spread), additional societal benefits from
increase in empowerment (empowered awareness,
competence, self-efficacy and relatedness)[11], and in
social integration (creating collective behavior)[tpb] are
a decrease in the high healthcare costs and burden on
healthcare staff in society. Other involved stakeholders
will be thoroughly discussed in the chapter  Ethical
Evaluation

Lastly, this design rationale allowed us to explore our
interest in designing for relatedness and internalisation
of motivation - autonomy, and supported our learning
goals of designing for and evaluating concepts with a
behavior change intent. [11]

Therefore, we investigate how to design for the behavior
of protecting others around you against COVID-19, in a
supermarket environment, through wearing a face mask
can be influenced.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
Having defined the intended behavior change, a COM-B
analysis was performed in order to determine the most
suitable behavior change techniques. [15] (Figure 1).

Figure 1. COM-B Analysis

Based on the COM-B analysis, it was found that
psychological capability, social opportunity, reflective
motivation and automatic motivation need to be
established. It is important that people in one’s
environment are going to wear a mask, but to do that
reflective motivation needs to be addressed. So in
conclusion, social opportunity and reflective motivation
are most important to focus on. (Figure 1). An enlarged
version of the figures can be found in Appendix E



Figure 2. Identifying intervention functions

After identifying the intervention functions, it was
determined that education and environmental
restructuring were most suitable for obtaining the
intended behavior change.

Based on the behavior change techniques of Education
and Environmental restructuring [15], a brainstorm
session was held to come up with suitable concepts that
fit the intended behavior change. While doing so, it was
realized that the intended behavior change has to go
through different phases in order to be achieved. In order
to create a positive change in the behavior of
supermarket visitors, the behavior change strategy is
based on the theory of the Trans Theoretical Model
(TTM)[10].

It is assumed supermarket visitors’ readiness to change
towards the behavior of ‘protecting others around them
by wearing a face mask’ mainly can be categorized
within the phases of ‘contemplation’, ‘preparation’ and
‘action’ [10]. Furthermore, the types of supermarket
visitors can be categorized into 2 performance behavior
types; wearing a mask or not yet wearing a mask. This
way, the people who do not wear a mask yet are
assumed to fall into the ‘contemplation’ or ‘preparation’
phase and the ones wearing a mask into the ‘action’
phase. In order to influence the transitions between these
phases for these supermarket visitors within these 2
performance behavior types, the behavior change
techniques of ‘Education’ (for contemplation and
preparation phase) and ‘Environmental restructuring’
(all phases) are applied into a design concept: the AR
Mirror. (figure 3)

Figure 3. Design aspects, BCT’s and determinants

The AR Mirror is located inside supermarkets, at the
swing gates. Based on whether or not a customer is
wearing a face mask (performance behavior type), the
mirror adopts a different visualization state, thus
addressing one of the different behavior change
techniques: Education or Social & Environmental
restructuring.

Figure 4. Mockup 1

The first visualization aspect of the AR Mirror addresses
changing visitors from contemplation to preparation or
even action, through education: if the customer is not
wearing a face mask, aspect 1 is activated. The customer
sees a question in the mirror, such as “Do you choose to
protect others today?” The customer can then choose
between yes and no, and this way gets feedback on his
behavior. This plays in on the attitude of the customer
towards wearing a face mask. [4] By highlighting pro’s
and con’s for the user, the decisional balance of the user
is influenced in a positive manner. [11]  (Figure 4).

Figure 5. Mockup 2a

Figure 6. Mockup 2b

The second visualization aspect of the AR Mirror
addresses people in the preparation/action phase,
through education: if a customer does wear a face mask,
he or she sees him- or herself in the mirror with artificial
germs flying around him. An artificial face mask then
appears over his mouth resulting in the amount of germs
reducing significantly. This addresses the feeling of
competence and self-efficacy. [11] (Figure 5 & 6)

An enlarged version of the mock-ups can be found in
Appendix D.



Figure 7. Mockup 3

Finally, the third visualization aspect addresses visitors
in the action phase, to keep maintaining their behavior:
after the germs have reduced, a number is shown that
represents the amount of people in the store who,
together with you, collectively protect the customers of
the store. This adds to the feeling of relatedness of the
customer and the feeling of collectively protecting the
society. [11] (Figure 7)
EVALUATION PLAN
Our evaluation plan is based on interaction level and
intervention level evaluation goals that evaluate the user
experience (UX) of the design, its usability, how the
behavior change purpose is served by the design
(process evaluation), if the desired outcome is achieved
and to which extent (outcome evaluation). Assuming a
fully working system, these goals will be evaluated
through a 3-stage-plan. Preliminary evaluation is done
through the design of a mixed methods questionnaire in
combination with a digital mockup.
Evaluation Goals
In order to evaluate the change created amongst
individual supermarket visitors, in the performance of
the core behavior of ‘protecting their environment
against COVID-19 virus by wearing a face mask in
public contexts’, various evaluation goals have been set
up, assuming a fully working AR Mirror system (our

design concept). These goals are separated into
interaction level goals and intervention level goals.
Interaction evaluation goals relate to evaluating the user
experience and usability when encountering the AR
Mirror, and need to be achieved to engage supermarket
visitors into the system. Without proper engagement,
and involved interaction with the AR Mirror, no room is
left for the design to be effective for the intended
behavior change. Our interaction goals include: Is the
AR Mirror experienced well for the three different
design aspects / AR visualization interactions? And does
it provide a positive user experience, when encountered
in the supermarket? (UX) Do supermarket visitors want
to use the system and is the use of the system accepted
by different stakeholders? (usability).

However, the intervention evaluation goals are most
important to evaluate the actual influence of the AR
Mirror, and its underlying applied behavior change
techniques (education and environmental restructuring),
on the intended behavior change. These goals focus on
evaluating the extent of change that the three aspects of
the AR Mirror create in certain theoretic determinants,
related to the changing towards the core behavior, such
as: attitude and decisional balance (affected by design
aspect 1), perceived competence and self-efficacy
(affected by design aspect 2), and relatedness (affected
by design aspect 3) (figure 3). Besides the evaluation of
change in behavioral determinants, these intervention
level goals focus on evaluating the behavioral outcome
when applying the intervention. In other words, is the
behavior change actually happening, and to which
extent? Does the AR Mirror increase the amount of
people performing the intended protecting behavior?

As discussed in the concept description, the AR Mirror
consists of three main aspects, addressing the three first
stages of the ‘readiness for change’ from the TTM. In
order to support change between these first stages in the
TTM, (and so behavior change), certain theoretic
determinants, from various behavior change theories,
have to be positively affected, which can be evaluated.

The first design aspect (see previous chapter), supports
to move people in the contemplation or preparation
phase to action and therefore aims to positively increase
attitude and decisional balance, through the behavior
change technique (BCT) of ‘education’. The second
design aspect (previous chapter), aims to positively
increase perceived competence and self-efficacy, for
people in the action phase, to move to maintenance, also
through ‘education’. Finally, the third one, ‘the mask
counter’, aims to positively influence visitor’s sense of
relatedness, to move visitors from action to
maintenance, but then through the BCT of
‘environmental and social restructuring’. More
information about the specific intervention goals and
theories underlying the choices for evaluating the chosen
determinants, can be seen in figure 8.  In more detail, the
intervention level evaluation goals are as follows:

1. Process evaluation: does the AR Mirror (aspect
1) allow for an increased positive attitude
towards the performance of the core behavior?
And process evaluation: does the AR Mirror
(aspect 1) allow for an increased decisional
balance, increased evaluated pros vs. cons,
related to the performance of the core
behavior?

2. Process evaluation: does the AR Mirror (aspect
2) allow for an increased perceived competence
related to the performance of the core
behavior? And process evaluation: does the AR
Mirror (aspect 2) allow for an increased
perceived self-efficacy related to the
performance of the core behavior?

3. Process evaluation: does the AR Mirror (aspect
3) increase the sense of relatedness related to
the performance of core behavior? And if so, is
there a certain threshold to the facemask
counter it needs to cross for to be motivating or
demotivating towards the performance of the
core behavior?

4. outcome evaluation: does the AR Mirror lead to
more supermarket visitors wearing a face mask



in the supermarket? And to which extent is this
desired outcome achieved?

Figure 8. Design aspects, BCT’s, determinants and change
objectives

Stages of Evaluation
In order to efficiently evaluate these interaction and
intervention level goals (process & outcome), our
evaluation plan consists of 3 stages:

Figure 9. Three stages of evaluation

1) UX and usability evaluation, focused on evaluating
the interaction goals (incl. various concept iterations and
polishing);

2) lab study focusing on evaluating a part of the
intervention goals, especially related to determinants
evaluation (if and to which extent those are affected by
the AR Mirror);

3) a real-life context evaluation, focused on evaluating
all intervention goals, including both process and
outcome evaluation (determinants evaluation and the
extent to which desired outcome is achieved).
1. UX and usability evaluation
Assuming we have sufficient evaluation time and a fully
working AR Mirror system, as a first step we would
have evaluated the user experience and usability of
different types of AR visualizations for the three design
aspects. This in order to evaluate which AR
visualizations are most easy to use, clear, and above all
experienced most effectively and positively for

engagement. For evaluating the UX of different AR
visualizations, for the 3 design aspects, we would make
use of evaluating “opposing” visualizations. In this way,
it can be evaluated how experiencing the AR Mirror can
support values important for ‘engagement’, that are
different for the huge variety of individuals amongst
supermarket visitors. For example, for design aspect 1
we would like to evaluate the experience of an AR
visualization emphasizing autonomy, versus one
emphasizing authority (regards the message displayed).
Moreover, for design aspect 2, an example could be to
evaluate the experience of a very friendly germ
decreasing visualization compared to a very scary one.
Finally, for the third design aspect, a UX evaluation
could distinguish between evaluating a very concrete
visualization of the ‘mask counter’ versus a more
abstract visualization of it. UX evaluation methods
which we would use for this include, observations
(momentary UX) and qualitative self-reported
experiential data (episodic UX) [16]. This could take
place within different kinds of settings, such as a
qualitative online video discussion or video recorded
observation with self-reported quantitative questionnaire
afterwards addressing metrics for the different
determinants.
2. Lab study
As a second step, we would focus on the potential of the
AR Mirror to positively affect a large part of our
determinant set, as attitude, decisional balance,
perceived competence and self-efficacy within a
controlled ‘supermarket’ setting. The controlled setting
allows us, as researchers, to focus on if there is change
in the determinants, to what extent, and which are
affected most. In this way, the design can even be more
polished to create the intended behavior change, and
tailor to more effective change in specific determinants.
Evaluation of change in supermarket visitors’ perceived
sense of relatedness is hard to measure in a controlled
non-social environment, and is therefore emphasized in
the next step. An example of a lab study experiment
could be a within-subject study, comparing effects

within the same group of ‘supermarket visitors’, of an
encounter with no mirror, a normal mirror, or
one/multiple aspect(s) the AR Mirror on the
determinants.
3. Real-life context evaluation (process and outcome

evaluation on intervention level)
As a final step, we would focus on evaluating change in
the determinants, especially relatedness, and if there is
an actual change in behavioral outcome (and to what
extent): change in the amount of people wearing a face
mask in the supermarket. This would be most effective
to measure and observe within a real-life supermarket
context, where the AR Mirror is placed at the swing
gates at the entrance of the supermarket. Evaluation
methods we would use include, observation schemes
and self-reported questionnaires for the 5 determinants:
Attitude Elicitation Questions [9], The Decisional
Balance Scale [17], Perceived Competence Scale [8],
Strengths Self-Efficacy Scale [3] and Basic Need
Satisfaction Relatedness Subscale [6].
Preliminary Evaluation with Digital Mockup
The details of our preliminary evaluation plan can be
found in Appendix A - ERB Form.  Moreover, the setup
of the questionnaire and visuals of the mockup can be
found in the Appendix D - Mockup (AR Visualizations).

For the preliminary evaluation, we have chosen to focus
on evaluating the usability interaction evaluation goals
and the intervention goals that address the 4
determinants mentioned in the lab study phase. In this
way, we could grasp a first sense of the ability of the AR
Mirror to engage supermarket visitors into the
interaction (leading to behavior change), and its ability
to affect the determinants most important in supporting
change in behavior change transitions within the first
stages of the TTM (most important for reaching
behavior change). This is done through making use of a
digital mockup (made using After Effects and Invision)
showing examples of the AR visualizations
corresponding to the first 2 design aspects, first showing
the ‘What are you choosing today’ question including



emphasized pros, followed by an animation of
decreasing germs (figure 4-7). Via this digital mockup,
which is connected to a 3-phase mixed methods
questionnaire, the design’s potential for behavior change
can be evaluated fast, online (without the researchers
biasing the outcome) and with a rather large sample.
Since evaluating change in sense of relatedness, and
actual change in behavioral outcome is best possible in
the real-life context as mentioned in the ‘evaluation
plan’, they are discarded in the preliminary evaluation.

The procedure of the preliminary evaluation plan is as
follows: the participant fills out the first questionnaire,
in which a baseline is set for the 4 determinants;
afterwards the participant is sent to the AR visualization
mockup of the first design aspect; the experienced
usability, changed attitude and decisional balance are
evaluated afterwards via the second questionnaire (a link
for this was at the end of the first mockup); via a new
link participants are directed to the second design aspect
mockup; finally the third questionnaire evaluates the
experienced usability of the second mockup, and the
changed perceived competence and self-efficacy.
Analysis methods used to conclude upon the first
qualitative results (change in attitude) and quantitative
results (usability, change in decisional balance,
competence and self-efficacy) can be found in Appendix
A-ERB Form. In this way,  the results can state potential
for ability in engagement, and the extent of change in
the chosen determinants, which helps support a next
design iteration for behavior change and set refined
goals for the next evaluation steps.
Results
Eventually there were fifteen participants for our
preliminary evaluation, however 7 questionnaires had to
be discarded since they were filled in incorrectly.More
details about the preliminary evaluation set-up and
participant recruitment, see Appendix A - ERB Form.

As for usability we can confirm from the results of the
mockup that it is sufficient. The influence on the
determinants is more challenging to interpret. Overall

the desired changes to determinants have been achieved,
but the perceived positive change is too insignificant to
make conclusions.

The quantitative results for the determinants decisional
balance, perceived competence and self-efficacy were
analysed by comparing graphs that can be found in
Appendix F. For decisional balance we saw a positive
change in three out of four statements. The pros got
more important, and the cons less important. In the case
of perceived competence, three out of four statements
were influenced in a positive way. Lastly for the
determinant of self-efficacy there was a positive change
in five out of eight statements, one remained the same
and two changed in a negative way.

The most relevant quotes from our qualitative data for
the determinant of attitude can be found in Appendix F.
It is interesting to note that there were a lot more
mentions of the value of ‘protecting others’ in the
after-mockup questionnaire than the baseline
questionnaire, showing potential for positive change.
One participant answered; "It makes me feel safer and i
like the idea that i'm protecting other people when i am
(unknowingly) infected with the virus"
All things considered, our assumptions have been
sufficiently substantiated for us to feel confident enough
to hypothetically continue testing.
Future Evaluation
Future evaluation would be done according to the three
phase evaluation plan (see chapter Evaluation Plan).

Before being able to do real life context evaluation for
the desired behaviour outcome, the interaction level
goals of UX and usability need to be assessed. Although
usability has been evaluated in the mock up, it is
important to keep doing this for each new iteration of
the design. Something that has not been tested yet is the
influence of the way the information is conveyed. As
aforementioned, this would be done through ‘opposing’
visualisation. To make these visualisations, inspiration
could for example be taken from various covid-19 apps

(Appendix G) Participants would then be asked what
they think, for example if they feel pressured or free to
decide for themselves to wear a mask.

With the result from the preliminary evaluation as a
starting point we would then move into the second lab
phase of the evaluation plan. A first step in this would
be to use a bigger sample size of participants for us to be
able to make conclusions about the influence of the
design aspects on the determinants. Furthermore the
determinant that was not yet evaluated with the digital
mockup, is relatedness. As mentioned in the evaluation
plan chapter, it is difficult to create a sense of
togetherness in a lab setting.This determinant would
thus have to be tested in a real life social context. We
could then test for an increased sense of relatedness in a
similar manner to our preliminary evaluation. The goal
of this would be to gather more sufficient proof that the
design can potentially influence the determinants of
attitude, decisional balance, competence, self-efficacy
and relatedness.

Last would be an outcome evaluation in the real life
physical context. Here we would observe for the desired
behavior as described in step three of the three phase
evaluation plan above.
ETHICAL EVALUATION
Stakeholder Analysis & Value Conflicts
The main stakeholders in our design case are:
supermarket visitors, the supermarket, face-mask
producers and the Dutch government. Of which the
supermarket visitors group and the supermarket group
have several subgroups. For some of these stakeholders,
their values are supported by the implementation of the
design, for others this is less the case, which might lead
to minor value conflicts.

For the supermarket visitors as stakeholder, there are
visitors that are in a corona risk group (and the people
close to them), visitors that are corona deniers vs corona
believers and lastly there are non-tech savvy visitors.



For visitors in the risk group some benefits of
implementing the design are that they can safely go
grocery shopping and they will not feel like the odd one
out being the only one taking precautions. This could
lead to a feeling of being included or heard in everyday
life of society. This feeling extends to the visitors that
have someone in the risk group in their near social
circle. The design could help them to keep those near to
them safe. For these people the design would grant them
more autonomy in their everyday life. For example,
visitors in the risk group might feel it is less necessary to
ask others to do their groceries.

There is a similar benefit for corona-believers. They see
wearing a mask as something that keeps them and those
around them safe, thus contributing to the collective
wellbeing of society. The design could make the place
that they do their groceries safer. In contrast, corona
deniers are confronted with information that they do not
agree with every time they go grocery shopping. This
might make them feel restricted. The goal of the design
might be to persuade them, but the question remains is if
continuously confronting them is the best way to do so.

Lastly, non-tech savvy people might find it difficult to
use the design. Of course this use is optional, but they
might feel pressured to use it, since it is framed as
something to significantly help others. Thus the
threshold for going to the supermarket increases which
decreases their sense of autonomy. Another reason to be
wary of the AR mirror is the loss of a sense of privacy
that could occur because the mirror might be perceived
as, or associated with facial recognition technology.

The supermarket as stakeholder is divided into
supermarket owners/managers and supermarket
employees. For the supermarket owners, the design
could improve their image since they present themselves
as a company that cares about the health of their visitors
and thus collective wellbeing. However, as
aforementioned, this is not the image corona-deniers see.

The supermarket employees are benefited by the safer
work environment the design could establish if more

people wore a facemask. A less beneficial consequence
for them could be that the design might increase their
workload. It would have to be kept clean, and it might
slow the flow of visitors through the supermarket
entrance. This could produce more work for
supermarket workers, for which they might not receive
compensation or appreciation.

Last there are the face mask producers and the Dutch
government as stakeholders. The benefit for the face
mask producers is pretty straightforward, more people
wearing face masks means more profit. In the case of the
government, the design might make it easier to get
people to adhere to the advice. On the other hand an
alteration of the physical environment might be
interpreted as too much government control, even if they
are not the ones installing it.

In conclusion, the group that stands to gain the most are
visitors in the risk group while corona-deniers benefit
the least. This conclusion is based on the high weight
that we as the designers, but also the society we live in,
ascribe to the values of freedom and autonomy. Whereas
visitors in the risk group might gain more independence
because of increased safety, corona-deniers might
perceive the incentive to wear a mask as something
forced upon them, thus the losing of independence.
Moral Values
In this chapter we will go more in depth in the moral
values briefly mentioned above. We have identified four
moral values that we deem relevant to our design case.
These are, privacy, autonomy, collective wellbeing and
identity/justice.

As mentioned when working with AR and mirrors,
privacy is a value that has to be taken into account.
Since this is a fairly new technology there are no clear
rules or laws surrounding this, which can be cause for
concern.

Although not selected by us for this assignment, the
value of autonomy has been present in our design
process since the initial phase. It was important to us

that the motivation to wear a mask was internalized and
tried to avoid external motivation. The behavior of
wearing a mask, to some, entreats on their bodily
autonomy, but increases the autonomy of others, by
feeling safe enough to move throughout their day.

The decision to wear a mask is an individual one, but
one that has a big influence on the wellbeing of one’s
social environment. By wellbeing we here mean the
physical health of people. Throughout this process we
have been interested in the social norms and the sense of
relatedness surrounding the core behavior. By the value
of the collective wellbeing of society we mean the
willingness to adjust and compromise to help others,
taking social responsibility. Furthermore one also needs
to trust that enough others in the environment will wear
a mask in order to see the desired outcome as
achievable.

This fourth value was hard to put into words, but
identity and justice seemed to be the best fitting. There
are many different values at play when it comes to
beliefs surrounding the lockdown and other preventive
measures. These measures all take a toll on our mental
health and social life. What is just in this scenario? What
kind of person do you want to be? Does someone show
they care in a practical sense by taking protective
measures, or does someone take health risks to prevent
loneliness?

To conclude the overall and most important value
conflict that seems to be at play is how much of their
freedom or autonomy people are willing to forego for
the collective wellbeing.
Ethical Guidelines and Moral Principles
The first formal guideline that we have formulated is
based on “do no harm and if possible provide benefits”
[5]. We have aimed for a non-intrusive design, that
provides all visitors with individual feedback. This
feedback can benefit everyone, but we also wanted to
keep in mind that the supermarket is foremost a place
where people buy their life necessities.



Second we have selected the moral principle of
“persuasion should grant as much autonomy to the user
as possible”[1]. The first aspect of the design, “what do
you choose today?”, is focused on providing options to
the visitor. With the provided information we hope that
visitors persuade themselves to wear a mask.

Last, there is the moral principle of “the aim of
persuasion should be the end of persuasion”[1]. Our aim
is for the motivation to become internalized. This is
done by educating visitors in the form of feedback on
their performance of the core behavior. Once visitors
feel competent in the target behavior the design becomes
obsolete.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A - ERB Form















Appendix B - Consent Form



This text is used at the start of the online questionnaire
to ask for consent from our participants for the use of
their data for analysis and reporting.

This text includes the most important parts of the official
consent form advised by the TU/e.
Appendix C - Microsoft Forms (Questionnaire)
Attitude Elicitation Questions

Decisional Balance Scale Items

Perceived Competence Items

Perceived Self-Efficacy Items



Appendix D - Mockup (AR Visualizations)
Design Aspect 1

Figure 4. Mockup 1

Design Aspect 2
2a

Figure 5. Mockup 2a

2b

Figure 6. Mockup 2b

3

Figure 7. Mockup 3



Appendix E - Report Schematics

Figure 1. COM-B Analysis

Figure 2. Identifying intervention functions



Figure 3. Design aspects, BCT’s and determinants

Figure 8. Design aspects, BCT’s, determinants and change
objectives



Appendix F - Results Questionnaire
(see attached visuals from Microsoft Forms)
Attitude
Interesting Quotes Q1

“It makes a big difference that everyone around me is
wearing a mask to make it more 'normal' to me.”
“I feel safer, although it's mainly to protect others. I feel
much better if everyone is wearing a mask.”
“Other people who tend to disregard the need for masks
might look down upon you.”
Interesting Quotes Q2

“Protecting myself and others against human
transmittable contagions that spread through air.”
“It makes me feel safer and i like the idea that i'm
protecting other people when i am (unknowingly)
infected with the virus.”
“Jij beschermt anderen en anderen jou.”
“Protect myself and others.”
“Showing you take it seriously, protecting others.”
⇒ There are a lot more people who mention ‘protecting
others’ in the second questionnaire as opposed to the
first questionnaire.
Decisional Balance
Baseline Questionnaire

After mockup 1 Questionnaire

⇒ statements 2,3,4 and 5 were influenced in a positive
way by the mockup.

Perceived Competence
Baseline Questionnaire

After mockup 2 Questionnaire

⇒ statements 1,2 and 4 were influenced in a positive
way by the mockup, although the change is very small.

Perceived Self-Efficacy
Baseline Questionnaire

After mockup 2 Questionnaire

⇒ statements 1, 3, 5, 6 and 7 were influenced in a
positive way by the mockup, statement 2 and 4
were influenced negatively, statement 8 was not
influenced.



Appendix G - Example visualisations

Figure 10. Coronalert [14]

Figure 11. Coronamelder [13]

Figure 12. CovidSafe[2]

Figure 13. NHS COVID-19 [12]


